models to the data in a Qmimic-style system is currently being studied 33]. for exact quantitative models and values of parameters. This is particularly useful when the plant changes operating states or faults occur, as accurate quantitative fault models are rarely available. Simulation of qualitative models predicts all possible behaviors consistent with the model. However, with models on the scale of the controlled reactor used in the examples, the number of behaviors predicted becomes so large that it is impossible to actually produce all behaviors of some faults. Semi-quantitative simulation is one solution to these problems, as it eliminates branching based on what is quantitatively known about the plant, although it also required increased computations. There is ongoing work directed at further reducing the ambiguity of qualitative modeling 5] . Also, research is continuing in modeling more complex systems via qualitative reasoning, such as a nitric acid production plant 3] and a styrene polymerization system 20].
QMI
Although pure qualitative models and semi-quantitative models are quite similar, each has advantages and disadvantages. Purely qualitative models are easier to construct and simulate once constructed, although they provide only qualitative predictions of the physical system. Semiquantitative models provide quantitative range predictions which allow statistical comparisons to readings. However, the addition of quantitative range information to qualitative models increases the time spent building the model, and greatly increases simulation time. Contrary to expectation, the addition of quantitative information does not greatly improve the detection and diagnostic capability of the qualitative system. Since it is easy to devise systems where the semi-quantitative models can distinguish faults which are qualitatively identical, it remains an empirical question when the additional information will be useful.
Both the QMI and Qmimic algorithms are meant to suggest the structures of possible monitoring and diagnosis systems. The particular parts of the algorithms can be changed to test the e cacy of modeling methodologies, data interpretation methods, fault diagnosis techniques, etc. For example, a system which uses quantitative models combined with a parameter estimation technique to t the Table 7 : Boolean QMI vs. QMI: e ect of con dence factor 7 Discussion QMI and Qmimic are examples of combined monitoring and diagnosis systems based on qualitative reasoning. They have been applied to a large physical system that has hundreds of distinct qualitative behaviors and thousands of qualitative states. Previous qualitative reasoning based diagnosis systems, such as Mimic and DATMI, examined systems exhibiting a few behaviors and less than one hundred qualitative states. Also, QMI and Qmimic explicitly integrate noise handling capabilities, where other systems required preprocessing of the sensor signals.
The QMI and Qmimic monitoring and diagnosis systems were able to diagnose both major faults and small disturbances in a simulated propylene glycol reactor with noisy sensors. The main di erence between the two systems is in the generation of predictions used for comparison to readings. QMI generates qualitative behavior trees of all possible models of the plant o -line. This provides quick, real-time operation but is limited to single faults. Qmimic uses on-line incremental and semi-quantitative simulation to incorporate readings into the predictions, producing only the shortterm behaviors to be compared to observations. Incremental simulation allows Qmimic to diagnose sequential faults and to warn of possible hazards if a fault is not corrected. With semi-quantitative simulation in Qmimic, statistical tests can be used to determine whether the readings are within predicted bounds, whereas QMI uses a membership function to test agreement between observations and predictions. The di erences between QMI and Qmimic are listed in Table 8 .
Another di erence which results from the way behaviors are generated is that QMI actively looks for the correct model of the plant by attempting to match the readings to all the behaviors, whereas Qmimic waits until no behavior of the current model agrees with the readings before diagnosing a fault. This can cause slow detection of changes in the plant. Qmimic could be changed to suggest new models with every new reading. However, this is computationally impractical with a large number of possible faults.
Qualitative models are used successfully in both QMI and Qmimic to overcome the requirement steady state model after a false alarm. Qmimic was unable to diagnose a small change in feed concentration which was a slight change in the reactor temperature and concentration { not enough to reject the steady state model. QMI diagnosed this fault 16 minutes after the fault occurred. The average diagnosis time for Qmimic was 2.5 minutes slower than for QMI, which is within the three minute delay between diagnoses for Qmimic. This time di erence would be reduced if Qmimic updated its diagnosis with every reading, at the cost of increasing computation ten-fold. Another factor which causes this di erence in diagnosis times is that QMI compares the readings to all of the models, whereas Qmimic only looks for a fault when the current model is de nitely incorrect. This allows QMI to capture known faults slightly faster because it is always looking for matches to any model available rather than just the current model.
Soft vs. hard thresholds in QMI
To determine the bene t of the con dence measure in QMI, it was rerun on each example with con dence functions that switched from zero to one at the cuto slope, rather than a smooth transition. Table 7 shows that both Boolean and regular QMI were able to detect that a fault occurred in all 17 tests, and that Boolean QMI was negligibly faster at detecting the fault. Due to its inability to give credence to partial matches, Boolean QMI missed one more diagnoses than QMI. QMI gives slightly faster diagnoses than Boolean QMI because during periods where the latter has no diagnoses, QMI can give a small con dence to the models which seem to match. Also, the number of false alarms is the same for both, but their duration is much shorter for QMI, again because the continually varying con dence is able to pick up subtle changes in the sensors whereas hard thresholds must wait for the transition to occur.
Although QMI and Boolean QMI have similar results, the long false alarm duration for Boolean QMI indicates that the thresholds are set too tightly and should be loosened. However, doing so will greatly increase detection time. These problems arise from uncertainty in the physical system, such as sensor noise and model mismatch. In the limit of no noise and a perfect model, hard and soft thresholds will give the same results. Table 6 : QMI vs. Qmimic in 17 tests cases on the chemical reactor in Figure 8 . The results for QMI and Qmimic are compiled in Table 6 , which lists the percent of correct diagnoses and the average diagnosis time. QMI was unable to achieve a diagnosis in two of the examples, both of which were changes to the inlet ow rate. In these cases, the level controller reacted so quickly that the change in the tank level was barely perceptible by monitoring the slope alone. Qmimic was unable to achieve diagnosis in three cases. These do not present problems for QMI, but the current computational limitations prevent Qmimic from being able to return to the Figure 8 .
There were other models that initially matched the change in temperature and concentration, but they were quickly discarded as new plant data arrived. With hard thresholds instead of smooth transitions in the con dence, the con dence in the steady state would have dropped from one to zero where it went below 0.5.
Qmimic
For the same fault as above, Figure 12 shows how Qmimic uses the quantitative data from the sensors to constrain the range of values for reactant concentration in the tank. The boxes indicate the upper and lower bounds for concentration over the period between the readings, and error bars indicate 99.9% con dence limits around the average of the readings (small circle). Although readings are available every 18 seconds, Qmimic only updates its diagnosis every 10 readings due to the computational demands of semi-quantitative simulation. Qmimic checks to make sure the readings and predictions agree. When the readings exceed the 99.9% error bounds the Discrepancy Detector sends the discrepancy to the Tracker which sends it on to the Hypothesis Generator and Model Builder to diagnose the fault. In this example, the bounds are exceeded 5.7 minutes after the change in the inlet concentration. Although this is greater than the 3 minutes that it took QMI, it is still within one set of ten readings for Qmimic. Eight possible model changes are found which might explain this discrepancy, and each is sent to the Incremental Simulator to attempt to match to the current and past readings. Two of these agree with the readings and are treated as the current diagnoses of the system: increased inlet reactant concentration and decreased catalyst activity. The change in catalyst activity is ruled out as soon as it becomes apparent that the reactor temperature is increasing rather than decreasing.
Results
The reactor described above was used to conduct tests on QMI and Qmimic for the faults listed in Table 5 . Seventeen simulations were made to test the sensitivity of QMI and Qmimic to sudden failures of the controllers as well as slight changes in the plant inputs. QMI and Qmimic used the same qualitative model of the propylene glycol reactor which has 58 variables and 38 constraints. A typical run for a two hour set of data with readings every 18 seconds took QMI 10{15 minutes on a Sun SparcStation ELC, whereas Qmimic usually could not get through the entire set of data before again. In the steady state, the temperature returns to its set point while the tank concentration increases above its initial value. Other faults such as loss or poisoning of the catalyst have the same nal steady state, but quite di erent dynamics. These must be di erentiated during the onset of the fault.
QMI
For QMI the plant data is passed to the qualitative interpreter which yields con dences for each sensor being increasing, decreasing or steady at each new sampling time. Figure 10 shows the interpretation for the concentration and temperature sensors with the values on 0 1] being the con dence in a positive slope and the values on -1 0], the con dence in a negative slope. When both CF inc and CF dec are near zero, CF std is near one and the sensor is most likely steady. Figure 11 shows the overall con dence in several possible models of the plant.
For this example, QMI started with the assumption that the plant was at steady state with eight faults possible. The dashed line in Figure 11 shows the con dence in the steady state over time. Around 0.7 hour the con dence decreased due to noise in the temperature sensor, but there was no other model which matched the apparent behavior, so the steady state model remained the only diagnosis. The fault occurred at 1.0 hour and the model for increased inlet concentration (solid line) quickly became the highest con dence diagnosis at 1.05 hours. Of the eleven fault models, the increased feed concentration was the only one which accurately matched all of the readings. could use a model-based diagnosis system like Disarm 32] which attempts to change the structural model of the plant to account for observed discrepancies.
Model Builder
The hypothesized faults from the Hypothesis Generator are sent to the Model Builder which creates a new model for each change and sends it into the Incremental Simulator and Discrepancy Detector for testing. The faults are either changed parameters or broken components, so the Model Builder adjusts the current model by perturbing the fault parameter (feed temperature may be higher or lower than normal), or by changing the operating mode of a component which e ectively changes the equations of the model (level controller may be turned o , or stuck in position). Since faults are not necessarily captured immediately, especially with noisy data, the testing algorithm searches backwards for the readings which best match the new model. If the new model does not match, it is rejected.
Example
QMI and Qmimic have been tested on the simulated continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) shown in Figure 8 in which propylene oxide undergoes a catalyzed reaction to form propylene glycol 15]. The reaction is exothermic, so a temperature controller adjusts the ow of cooling water through the jacket to keep the tank cool. The level of the reactor is controlled to prevent over-or underlling the tank. Although controllers are ubiquitous in plants and must be included in models, they have not been included in most qualitative simulations because they contain feedback loops which substantially increase the ambiguity. The list of faults studied for this reactor and summary of results can be found in Section 6. Figure 9 shows the raw data for a 1.5% increase in the feed concentration of propylene oxide, which has an inverse response, illustrating the need for dynamic, rather than steady state, diagnosis. The initial increase in concentration is due to increasing the amount of reactant in the tank, which increases the reaction rate and in turn increases the temperature. As the temperature increases the reaction rate increases, reducing the concentration of reactant. After half an hour the temperature controller is able to begin returning the temperature to its set point. This, combined with a lower reactant concentration, reduces the reaction rate and causes the reactor composition to increase
The structural model supplied to the Hypothesis Generator is a hierarchical network of components, terminals and connections which can be thought of as a graph, indicating how variables, parameters and components a ect one another. Each component is a unit or portion of a unit in the plant (i.e. a tank, controller, or sensor) which a ects or is a ected by other components that it is connected to through its terminals. The terminals have two types: one indicates whether the terminal is an input, output or two-way, and the other indicates whether the terminal is intensive or extensive. Input terminals are not a ected by their components, but rather by upstream connections, such as the input ow to a tank. Output terminals are a ected by their components and they a ect downstream connections, such as the level of a tank. Two-way terminals are like both input and output terminals, such as the outlet ow of a tank which is a ected by both the pressure in the tank and the back pressure in the outlet pipe. Terminals for intensive variables do not a ect terminals for extensive variables, but the reverse is not true. For example, changes in temperature (intensive) do not a ect volume and ow of incompressible uids. The structural model also lists all parameters and variables with their connections into the model so that hypotheses can be implemented by the Model Builder.
With this structural model or graph, the Hypothesis Generator can trace through the graph with questions like \Given a discrepancy in a variable connected to terminal X, what components a ect X (i.e. which components have output terminals connected to X)." Thus for each discrepancy, the Hypothesis Generator traces through the structural model, producing a list of components and parameters which might be at fault. These lists are intersected and the resulting list of possible faults is sent to the model builder for testing.
In the future, a modeling system such as Component Connection 19] or QPC 6] could be used to both supply the structural model and build the qualitative model, and the Hypothesis Generator qualitative, then the possible ranges are (0 1) for increasing, (1 0) for decreasing, and (0 0) for steady.
Each sensor is checked for both its magnitude and slope and is assigned the maximum for which the sensor will pass the above test. This is the con dence that H 0 cannot be proven false. If all of the sensors are above the 99.9% level, then the readings are returned to the Incremental Simulator and intersected with the current predictions to provide tighter predictions with the next set of observations. Discrepancies are directed to the Tracker.
Tracker
The Tracker determines whether discrepancies are due to faults or whether the simulation is in the wrong qualitative state, yielding incorrect predictions. This may come about because the quantitative range predictions of Q2 are directly linked to the qualitative state of the simulation and the value of time is also a range. The Tracker directs the Incremental Simulator to simulate forward into the behavior tree one step and test the new states in the Discrepancy Detector. If there are still discrepancies, the Tracker can continue this procedure, however repeating this beyond two or three times is unlikely to provide better results and becomes computationally prohibitive. Qmimic will repeat this step at most two times.
The user can also set a secondary limit for the test in the Discrepancy Detector such that if the readings pass the 99.9% level test but fail the second, the Tracker will look forward into the tree to check for a better match. This looks for the situation where two successive qualitative states are so similar with respect to the readings that their readings overlap signi cantly and the chemical plant has possibly moved into the next state. If a better match does not exist, the state and model are still retained as the current diagnosis.
Hypothesis Generator
If the Tracker cannot nd a state in the current model(s) consistent with the readings, the discrepancies are sent to the Hypothesis Generator which uses model-based diagnosis techniques to hypothesize the cause of the discrepancies. To limit computation time, Qmimic assumes that there are not multiple simultaneous faults. This does not, however, prevent Qmimic from diagnosing cascading faults (i.e. a fault occurs at time t n , and a second occurs at time t n+1 ). matches in the behavior tree, the Hypothesis Generator proposes new models which are tested for compatibility with the readings in a similar manner.
Discrepancy Detector
The Discrepancy Detector compares the noisy sensor readings to the predicted values produced by the incremental simulation. Qmimic uses the Student's t-test which is based on the assumption that the sensor noise is random, independent and has a Gaussian distribution. (Alternate statistics may be chosen as well.) Because Q2 produces ranges values based on model uncertainty, the best assumption about the range is that all values are equally probable, rather than assuming the most probable value lies in the center of the range as done with Mimic. Qmimic compares the observations to these ranges by testing the hypothesis, H 0 , that the reading is not outside the predicted range. This test is:
within range Probability of H 0 = 1:0 < range P(H 0 ) = P(average = lower bound) > range P(H 0 ) = P(average = upper bound) The probability of H 0 = 1:0 when the average is within the range because it cannot be proven false. The other two situations are the basic Student's t test.
x ? b p s 2 (N ? 1) < t =2;N?1 where x is the average, b is the upper or lower bound, s 2 is the variance of the raw data around the average, N is the number of raw data points used, and t =2;N?1 is the student's t-test statistic for con dence limits and N ? 1 degrees of freedom. For slopes, the test is conducted in the same manner with the variance, s 2 , calculated from the least squares t and N ? 2 Incremental Simulator is also used to initially verify models provided by the Model Builder. For example, if Qmimic is monitoring state A in the behavior tree of Figure 7 and new data come in which do not agree with the predictions of state A, the Incremental Simulator simulates from state A which creates three new states, B, C and D, which are compared to the readings. If only C matches the current readings, B and D may be simulated further to test whether their successors match. If not, only state C is added to the list of states to be tracked. When new readings arrive they are again compared to the predictions of C. If they agree then the Incremental Simulator updates C with the values from the readings. However, if there is a discrepancy, the Incremental Simulator again steps forward to create E, F and G which are compared to the current readings. If E matches the readings, but F and G do not, the Tracker may ask the simulator to step forward again to create states H and I which are also compared to the readings. 2 If there are no consistent logic \and" operation. For example, if in one pass through the comparison block there are three sensors with the con dences listed in Table 3 and three states listed in Table 4 , then the con dence that the plant is in the Normal state is 0.2, Fault 1 is 0.5, and Fault 2 is 0.1 thus the most likely model is that represented by Fault 1.
As in model selection, those models which best match the data are retained for further examination as more data comes in from the plant. QMI will retain the best three diagnoses in an attempt to account for sensor noise. As a model is selected in QMI, future predictions of plant behavior are taken from the branches of the behavior tree for that model and qualitative behaviors of the same general model are selected between.
Qmimic
Qmimic generates predictions as required, rather than simulating all possibilities beforehand, allowing for a more exible diagnosis scheme which includes the ability to diagnose cascading faults. Qmimic also uses semi-quantitative simulation discussed in section 2.3 which provides quantitative predictions for statistical comparisons. Semi-quantitative simulation, combined with on-line simulations, permits the incorporation of past sensor readings into future predictions which narrows the predicted ranges around variables and results in faster elimination of unlikely models. Qmimic is an enhancement of Mimic 14] which provides for sensor noise and diagnosis of more complex physical systems. The algorithm is show in Figure 6 .
Incremental simulation
Incremental simulation is central to the operation of Qmimic and is the qualitative analog to an integrator. As observations come from the physical system, the Incremental Simulator provides a new set of semi-quantitative predictions (a range of values) for each sensor based on the time of the reading. As long as the predictions and readings agree, the readings are sent to the simulator to possibly tighten future predictions by adjusting parameters in the semi-quantitative model. If there is a discrepancy between the readings and predictions, the Tracker tells the Incremental Simulator to simulate another step into the behavior tree and check again for discrepancies, since the qualitative state of the simulation is important in determining the semi-quantitative predictions. If no match is found, the model is marked as inconsistent and the Hypothesis Generator is activated. The 
CF dec = 1 1 + exp (1 + slope=C)
CF std = 1 ? CF dec ? CF inc (8) where C is the \cuto " slope at which CF inc or CF dec are 0.5 and is a parameter which changes the sensitivity of the function. In the limit of large , the functions become step functions (hard alarm thresholds) at C. When = 0, CF inc = CF dec = 0:5 and CF std = 0. To account for noise, C is set from historical data to keep CF inc and CF dec below 0.5 when the slope should be zero. Figure 5 shows the three functions plotted against the ratio slope=C with = 5.
Comparing interpretation to predicted behaviors
Given the con dences provided by the Qualitative Interpreter, QMI compares the qualitative states of the chemical plant to the states proposed by the models. The con dence in a qualitative state is the minimum con dence of each sensor being in that state which follows the standards of the fuzzy 
Qualitative Modeling and Interpretation (QMI)
QMI is similar to quantitative model selection methods in that several models are compared to the observations from the plant, and the model which has the strongest correlation is taken to be the diagnosis. However, accurate, dynamic quantitative models are not always available for complex physical systems under normal operation and are rarely available for faults and during start-up and shut-down, so QMI uses qualitative models to describe the plant. The QMI algorithm in Figure 4 shows how the predictions of the o -line simulations are compared to the on-line plant data to select the best matching model(s). Once QMI selects a fault model, it continues matching the qualitative behaviors to new plant data.
Qualitative Interpreter
Predictions of the qualitative models are compared to the observations, but these must rst be converted to a compatible form. The Qualitative Interpreter determines the con dence that each reading is increasing, decreasing or steady based upon the slope of a least squares line drawn through recent data. These con dences are then used to provide an overall con dence in a qualitative state
Variable Landmark Range Units F in F (1 2) cfm Area A (4:9 4:9) sq ft L top (3 3) ft Table 2 : Semi-quantitative values for landmarks of a simple tank.
to produce an entire behavior tree. As a result, several modeling techniques have been developed to reduce the number of behaviors while retaining the interesting di erences between behaviors 4; 25; 5].
Semi-quantitative simulation
Although QMI and Qmimic both use qualitative simulation as their predictors, Qmimic uses an extension of Qsim called Q2 24] which allows the introduction of some numeric information, resulting in a qualitative prediction augmented with a range of numeric values for each variable. This eliminates some of the ambiguity of purely qualitative models by ruling out possible qualitative states, reducing the size of the behavior tree, but it increases the computational complexity. Also, it enables Qmimic to compare more exactly the prediction provided by Qsim to the observed behavior.
As an example of adding quantitative information to a qualitative model, if the dimensions of the tank in section 2.1 are known but the ow into the tank is uncertain, the qualitative model can be updated with ranges around the landmarks as in Table 2 . Uncertainty about the equations governing the ow out of the tank is captured by de ning bounding envelopes:
These equations are shown graphically in Figure 3 . In the purely qualitative model, a positive ow rate implies a positive level, but there is not enough information to determine whether the nal level is at, above or below the top of the tank. The semi-quantitative model can be used to determine whether the tank lls to the top or not. In the nal steady state the outlet ow must also be in the range (1 2) cfm, so the steady state tank level must lie in (0.439 2.082) feet which rules out the tank lling to the top or over owing. In the above example, the ambiguity arises from the uncertainty whether the steady state occurs before, after or at the same time as the level reaches the top of the tank. Although this may seem problematic, Qsim is guaranteed to nd all possible behaviors, which is useful when trying to predict the e ects of faults or when the exact quantitative model is unknown.
As qualitative models get larger, the number of behaviors, or paths through the behavior tree, also grows larger due to this uncertainty in qualitative models. Often, for large models it is impossible 
Qualitative models
Qualitative models are similar to numerical models, except that precise mathematical functions are abstracted into the class of monotonic functions. Thus, uncertain functional relations can be simply represented. For example, a tank can be modeled as:
The variable de nitions in Table 1 
Qualitative simulation
Simulation of this model, initialized as an empty tank into which uid has just started to ow, yields three possible behaviors: the tank over ows (beh 1), the tank partially lls (beh 2), or the tank ll just to the top (beh 3) as shown in Figure 1 . These three behaviors can also be displayed as the turned o , as their boundaries can easily be violated when the plant is not operating according to the a steady state model. Model selection and data reconciliation are generally applied to systems operating near a xed point because dynamic situations require accurate models which may be unavailable. Rule-based expert systems are able to diagnose during transient behaviors if rules are compiled for known situations, whereas model-based expert systems can diagnose during transients if the model takes possible transient behavior into account.
Two recently developed systems which address some of these issues are Dynamic Across-Time Measurement Interpretation (DATMI) 16; 13] and Mimic 14] . They are model selection methods in that they diagnose faults by comparing observed values to modeled predictions in order to eliminate possible explanations of plant behavior. Rather than quantitative models, both systems use dynamic qualitative models for comparison to readings and diagnosis. Neither system explicitly addresses noisy sensors, although Mimic does use pre-smoothed sensor readings to compare to predictions of the model. (DATMI must be given the qualitative description of the sensor.) Mimic also uses modelbased diagnosis techniques to suggest fault models when the current model is not able to accurately predict the observed behavior. Thus far, both systems have been tested on small applications, such as a boiling pot of water or a home water heater.
QMI and Qmimic are on-line monitoring and diagnosis systems which take advantage of the positive qualities of several of the above techniques while overcoming di culties of handling noise and diagnosing realistically larger dynamic processes. In QMI, purely qualitative models are compared to noisy sensor data and the model which best ts the data is the diagnosis, as in model selection. Qmimic is an improved version of the semi-quantitative Mimic diagnosis system by Dvorak and Kuipers 14] . A statistical test was added to compare the observations and predictions, and the Mimic algorithm was improved to allow monitoring and diagnosis of more complex physical systems.
QMI and Qmimic are compared to one another in their design and performance on a simulated continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) in which a variety of faults occur including controller failure and changes in various inputs. QMI is also compared to a version of QMI which uses hard thresholds to detect when a change occurs in order to determine the e ects of using con dence measures on speed of detection and accuracy of diagnosis. The bene t of using qualitative models over quantitative models is also discussed.
Many types of monitoring and diagnosis systems are used in practice, from simple alarm thresholds and expert systems to multi-sensor systems using model selection. Qualitative Modeling and Interpretation (QMI) and Qmimic draw ideas from many of these. The simplest and most common monitoring system is single-sensor alarms, where xed limits are set beyond which an alarm or warning is sounded to indicate that a process variable has deviated from its expected value. In setting thresholds, one must take into account signal noise and normal process variations to achieve optimal performance. Alarms which are too close to the operating point will cause frequent false alarms and those which are too loose may not sound until too late. Alarm thresholds are generally keyed to only one sensor and not correlated with the activity of other sensors or possible changes in plant operation. Other single-sensor techniques such as the cumulative sum of errors (CuSum) are also based on xed values around which the sensor may vary. Multiple sensor methods related to CuSum also exist, but are less-frequently used in the process industries 1; 22].
These detection systems rely on other sources for diagnosis of the observed fault. Often the plant operators will be noti ed and use their knowledge of the plant to take corrective action. Diagnosis may also be codi ed into knowledge-and model-based expert systems. Knowledge-based systems use heuristic rules to nd the cause of the fault 27]. Common faults are easily captured in this type of system, but it is di cult to guarantee that such purely knowledge-based systems are complete and correct. As an alternative, model-based systems examine the model of the plant in order to determine what might have caused the fault 10; 32; 30; 12]. This type of system can discover unusual or unexpected faults but may also suggest unrealistic faults.
A common alternative to systems which combine detection with expert systems are systems which monitor multiple sensors and compare them to several models of the planet, attempting to select the true model of the plant. The models are t to the data with parameter estimation schemes such as the Luenberger observer or the (extended) Kalman lter 36; 21; 18]. A related technique, data reconciliation, uses a model of the plant to estimate true values of the readings from the noisy readings and determine whether there are errors in the measurements 31; 28; 9]. For both of these methods accurate quantitative fault models have to be developed, and they have only been applied to relatively small plants with few faults or large plants with one type of fault 26; 21; 29].
Besides normal operation, many systems must be monitored during startup, shutdown and other transient procedures. Hard thresholds are useless in these situations and are either ignored or Dynamic process monitoring and fault diagnosis with qualitative models Jonathan M. Vinson and Lyle H. Ungar January 11, 1994 Abstract Qualitative Modeling and Interpretation (QMI) and Qmimic are on-line monitoring and diagnosis systems which use multiple qualitative models of a plant to monitor noisy data streams and rapidly diagnose faults from observed dynamic behavior. Both systems continue monitoring after faults have occurred. QMI simulates normal and faulty plant behavior o -line using purely qualitative Qsim models, and uses plant data to select the correct model, yielding a diagnosis. Qmimic incrementally simulates on-line qualitative models which describe the current behavior of the plant, using plant data to constrain further prediction and select between the models. Although both systems are based on qualitative models of the plant, Qmimic also incorporates semi-quantitative data (quantitative ranges and bounding envelopes) into the qualitative simulation in order to achieve better predictions. QMI and Qmimic are described and compared in detail, and both are tested on a simulated chemical reactor.
Introduction
Process monitoring and diagnosis is used in a variety of on-line systems in the chemical process, electric power, and other industries in order to quickly detect deviations from acceptable behavior and then accurately diagnose the cause of the deviations so proper corrective actions can be taken 21; 31; 29; 18; 26]. Two monitoring and diagnosis systems have been designed which track normal plant operation, diagnose faults as they occur, and continue to track the dynamic evolution of the fault, watching for further faults (or corrections), and predicting imminent hazards. Both systems compare noisy sensor data to predictions from qualitative models of the plant and yield a diagnosis with an associated con dence or probability.
